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GUALTIERI is an aerodynamically enhanced 
jersey with thin collar and high speed 
textured fabric on the arms and shoulders. 
The design, fit and construction of the jersey 
is derived directly from the garments Nalini 
create for Pro riders.

GUALTIERI

CASTELLABATE is an ultra-light mesh 
jersey with an aerodynamic fit, offering 
superb moisture management and 
ventilation on the hot summer days. The 
design, fit and construction of this jersey is 
derived directly from the garments Nalini 
create for Pro riders.

CASTELLABATEATRANI1

CINGOLI VEST features windproof fabric 
on the front and mesh panels on the rear 
to prevent overheating when you are 
working hard. The high collar blocks 
drafts and the zip garage stops any 
irritation on your neck area when the 
zipper is fully closed. The YKK full-length 
zipper with a rubberized tab allows easy 
opening and closing even when wearing 
full-fingered gloves.

CINGOLI

ATRANI1 is an aerodynamically enhanced 
jersey with one-piece construction on the 
back and arms for superior fit. The 
material is ultra lightweight and thin so it 
feels like a layer of skin. The design, fit 
and construction of the jersey is derived 
directly from the garments Nalini creates 
for Pro riders.
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VEST – FABRIC FY

MESH REAR FOR VENTILATION

FABRIC INSTINCT ON SIDEPANELS

FULL ZIPPER

WIND FLAP BEHIND ZIPPER

REFLECTIVE PIPING ON THE BACK

VENOSA is a mid-weight, long sleeved 
jersey that's perfect for cool weather. 
Features 2-way stretch fabric for the side 
panels and underarm area allowing full 
range of movement. The form-fitting design 
keeps the jersey close to your body for an 
aerodynamic effect. 

VENOSA

SINDIA

SINDIA provides windproof and water 
repelling protection on windy wet days. 
Equipped full length Cam Lock Zipper 
with windblock flap. Sleeves features 
silicone 5cm. sleeve bands and anti-slip 
waistband so the jersey moves with your 
body and prevents flapping in the wind 
while you're on the bike. Sleek, close-
fitting design.

FOSCIANA

FOSCIANA features set-in sleeves, full 
length Cam Lock zipper for easy 
adjustments. Crafted with 5 cm. anti-slip 
silicone waistband, thermo-taped sleeve ends 
and front waist to keep the jersey in place. 
Race-cut design that ideal for the elite cyclist.

RAVELLO is a sleek form-fitting jersey 
featuring a one-piece construction on the 
main back and arm area to give you full 
freedom of movement. Integrated mesh 
on the side and upper shoulder areas and 
micro-perforated fabric on the rear offer 
excellent ventilation. Silicone elastic front 
waistband allows the jersey to lay flat. 
Deep silicone elastic sleeve cuffs provide 
a smooth aerodynamic finish.

RAVELLO



• Form-fitting design for maximum performance
• Side panels with aerodynamic texturized fabric to reduce

drag
• Ultra flat front braces & lightweight leg grippers for full

range of motion
• Integrated mesh back for enhanced ventilation

AQUILEIA2

FORTUNAGO
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BARRALI skinsuit takes the best fabrics and 
designs from our top-end jersey (ATRANI) 
and bib shorts (FORTUNGO) to create a 
speedsuit with the weight-saving and 
aerodynamic advantages. BARRALI 
SKINSUIT is donned by many pro cyclists 
throughout the racing world. 

BARRALI

• Women-specific form-fitting design that fits like a second
skin for maximum performance

• Side panels with aerodynamic texturized fabric to reduce
drag

• Ultra flat front braces  & lightweight anti-slip leg gripper
for full range of motion

• Integrated mesh back for enhanced ventilation



BLUE
LABEL

TEAM
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MONTIERI

MONTIERI features longer length raglan 
sleeves for a streamlined shape and 
offers maximum freedom of movement. 
The tapered, thin collar allows the jersey 
to lay flatter against the skin for an 
aerodynamic advantage. The jersey 
contours your body. Elastic no-slip sleeve 
cuffs and waistband allows the jersey to 
move with your body. Three ergonomic 
rear pockets give you easy access to 
your essentials.

QUARRATA1 is a women's specific, 
performance jersey with raglan sleeves for a 
streamlined shape which matches the 
natural curves of the rider's body and offers 
maximum freedom of movement. 5cm anti-
slip waistband and sleeve cuffs enhance the 
smooth fit. Features 3 rear pockets for 
essentials.

QUARRATARA1

BIENNO1 is our best selling jersey for 
team kits. Features full-length zipper with 
raglan sleeves. Elastic sleeve cuffs so the 
jersey moves with your body. Lightweight 
form fitting fabric breaths well and transfers 
sweat away from your body. Three 
erognomically positioned rear pockets for 
easy access to your essentials. Form-fitting 
design for performance. 

BIENNO1

CURIGLIA

CURIGLIA is a mid-weight, long sleeved 
jersey ideal for autumn use and winter 
layering. Raglan sleeves allow for a 
streamlined shape. Silicone elastic 
waistband prevents the jersey from riding up 
or the pockets from sagging when filled with 
your riding essentials.
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CAVRIGLIA

CAVRIGLIA lightweight jersey features 
set-in sleeves with full covered zipper 
for a clean streamlined fit. Cuffs and 
wasitband are crafted with anti-slip 
Silicone elastic bands so the jersey 
moves with your body. Three rear 
pockets for your essentials.

ORICIANO is a mid-weight, long 
sleeved jersey featuring 5cm silicone 
elastic waistband and cuffs for a 
smooth fit. Ideal for cool weather. 
Crafted with three rear pockets for 
your essentials.

ORCIANO

AGLIANA is a women's specific, mid-weight, 
long sleeved jersey ideal for cool weather. 
Designed with raglan sleeves allowing 
maximum freedom of movement. The 
silicone elastic waistband keeps ther jersey 
in place. Equipped with three rear pockets 
for your essentials.

AGLIANA

LICCIANA is a form-fitting thermal jacket 
constructed from wind and weather-proof 
material to keep you warm in cold weather. 
Crafted with a high collar and double-cuffs 
and wind-block flap behind the zipper, the 
jacket locks in your body heat during long 
rides.

LICCIANA
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SEGGIANO

SEGGIANO sleeveless jersey is designed 
for hot summer days. Features full length 
zipper and lightweight breathable material 
that transports moisture away from you 
body. Silicone anti-slip waistband ensures 
streamline fit. Crafted with three rear 
pockets for essentials.

FIUMALBO

FIUMALBO is a lightweight vest crafted with 
windproof fabric on the front and side panels. The 
back features mesh fabric to prevent you from  
overheating. The high collar prevents drafts and 
the zip garage stops any irritation on your neck 
area when the zip is fully closed. A rear flap gives 
you easy access to your jersey pockets. 

ORVINIO

ORVINIO is a lightweight vest crafted with 
windproof fabric to block the wind. The high 
collar prevents drafts and the zip garage 
stops any irritation on your neck area when 
the zip is fully closed. A rear flap gives you 
easy access to your jersey pockets.

CHIANNI

CHIANNI is a form-fitting, lightweight jacket 
constructed from wind-proof fabric. The high 
collar prevents drafts and the zip garage stops 
any irritation on your neck area when the zipper 
is fully closed.  Features three rear pockets for 
your essentials.

REFLECTIVE DETAILS FOR HIGH VISIBILITY 

FABRICS
GRAVITY ONE 

MESH REAR
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PESCAGLIA

REGELLO

CORINALDO

RIGNANO

PESCAGLIA bib shorts are constructed 
from special fabrics which not only 
prevent muscle fatigue but also protects 
from UV rays. The soft front braces offer 
great freedom of movement and the 
mesh back aids temperature regulation.

REGELLO thermal bib shorts are 
designed with performance and 
warmth in mind. The thermal fabric 
ensures you are kept at the ideal 
temperature in cooler weather. 
Featuring 5cm Silicone elasticated leg 
cuffs the shorts move with your body.

CORINALDO Shorts are crafted with lightweight 
special material that contours and moves with 
your body. 4-need flatlock stitching reduces 
friction. Elastic waistband and drawcord string 
for easy adjustment.

RIGNANO bib shorts offer an anatomic fit with 
4-needle flatlock stitching. Anti-Slip Silicone leg
grippers provide full range of motion. Mesh
upper transfer moisture away from the body to
keep you cool and dry. Ideal for warm weather.

PACENTRO

PACENTRO thermal bib tights are designed 
with performance and warmth in mind. The 
thermal fabric ensures the ideal temperature 
even on the cool days. Elastic leg cuffs with 
reverse zippers keep the tights in place while 
riding. 



VAIANO1
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VAIANO1 is a performance short sleeve 
skinsuit with raglan sleeves that contours your 
body for a streamlined fit. The design offers 
maximum freedom of movement. Made from 
advanced  compression fabric helping to 
eliminate muscle fatigue. VAIANO1 is 
finished with laser cut sleeves and 5cm 
silicone anti-slip leg cuffs. Three rear pockets 
for your essentials.

VAIANO

VAIANO Long Sleeve skinsuit gives you an 
advantage over your competitors by providing a 
form fitting suit that contours your body in a sleek 
design. Lightweight and breathable it's perfect for 
warm weather events. The seat area features 
anti-slip  fabric helping you maintain an aero 
position on the bike. The suit is finished with 5cm 
silicone elastic leg cuffs so the suit moves with 
your body. Three rear pockets for your essentials.



RED
LABEL
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LAGUSELLO1
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LOVERE

OSTANA  FERLA

LOVERE long sleeve jersey features 
raglan sleeves with fleecy inner fabric 
to offer added warmth on chilly days. 
The fabric pulls moisture away from 
your body so you stay dry. Offers a 
more generous cut than the Black or 
Blue label collection. Elastic 
waistband and 3 rear pockets for 
essentials.

LAGUSELLO1 short sleeve jersey is a 
lightweight breathable jersey with a full length 
zipper and anti-slip gripper at the waist. Ideal 
for club and team riders. Offers a more 
generous cut than the Black or Blue label 
collection. Features 3 rear pockets for 
essentials.

OSTANA long sleeve wind jersey offers 
protection against cold winds while riding. 
Perfect for days when a jacket is overkill or 
when you want an extra thermal layer under 
your jacket. Elastic waistband and three rear 
pockets for essentials.

FERLA short sleeve jersey features longer 
sleeves than traditional jerseys with its elastic 
cuffs. Ideal for summer weather. The material 
transfer excess heat and sweat from your 
body to keep you cool and dry. Crafted with 
full length zipper, three rear pockets and 
elastic waist.
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VIGOLENO

VEREZZIBORGIO

BRUGNATO1

VEREZZI bib shorts are our top 
selling bib shorts for club and team 
riders. Ideal for summer thanks to its 
lightweight and breathable fabric. 
Features elastic leg grippers for a full 
range of motion. 

BRUGNATO1 vest features 
windproof fabric on the front with a 
mesh fabric rear to help avoid 
overheating. The high collar 
prevents drafts and the three rear 
pockets provide ample storage. 
Elastic waistband keeps the vest in 
place while on the bike.

BORGIO Thermal Jacket is designed 
for cold weather riding. Designed with 
thermal properties to keep you warm. 
Covered full zipper with elastic 
waistband. 3 rear pockets to carry your 
essentials. 

VIGOLENO Thermo bib shorts give 
you added warmth on cool days. The 
soft thermal material contours and 
moves with your body. Elastic leg 
grippers ensure full range of motion. 
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MATELICA

SPELLO ACERENZA

ACERENZA thermal bib tights are 
designed to keep you warm in cold 
weather. Featuring a plush inner 
layer to trap in body heat while 
pushing sweat away from your skin 
to keep you dry.  The tights hug 
your body to give you optimum 
movement on the bike while acting 
as a thermal layer.

SPELLO Shorts are ideal for warm 
weather. Featuring compression 
material that contours your body, you 
have full range of motion. Equipped 
with drawstring and elastic waistband 
for adjustments. Elastic leg grippers 
for added comfort.

MATELICA Bib Knickers are perfect for 
fall and spring weather. Featuring a 
plush inner layer to keep your body half 
warm without overheating. The upper 
braces transfer excess moisture and 
heat to keep you comfortable. Elastic 
leg grippers for added comfort. 
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WARMERS

SOCKS SHOE COVERS

GLOVES
E

MADE IN ITALY

WARMERS for either arms or legs are ideal for cooler 
weather or UV protection. Nalini offers several options to 
compliment your kit.

GLOVES - Nalini offers both summer and winter 
gloves to compliment your team kit.  

SOCKS - Nalini offers a wide range of socks for 
summer and winter  to compliment your team kit.  
Socks are made in the Nalini factory to your 
specifications.  

SHOE COVERS - From summer Lycra 
to Neoprene covers, Nalini offers a wide 
range of shoe covers to meet your 
needs.



CERRETO

OPTICAL GLOVES

BAGA 

BAGA1

VINCI 

BARBERINO

FUCECCHIO
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SUMMER GLOVES WITHOUT VELCRO CLOSURE

SUMMER GLOVES WITHOUT VELCRO CLOSURE

SUMMER GLOVES WITH VELCRO CLOSURE

TIMETRIAL GLOVES

WINTER GLOVES

MESH SUMMER GLOVES

COVER GLOVES WATERPROOF THERMOMOULD

VUELTA LARES
SOCKS

FABRIC: ACTION TEK

FABRIC: IGLOO FABRIC: IGLOO

FABRIC: DOLOMITIFABRIC: IGLOO

FABRIC: TORMALINA FABRIC: TORMALINA



CICLO

FAGIOLINO

TUBO CAMAIORE
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COTTON CAP

PES CAP

WINTER CAP

NECKWARMER ARMWARMERS

EULER

FABRIC: K2
FABRIC: SUMMERTIME LIGHT

HIST OLYMPIC
FABRIC: SUPERROUBAIX

FABRIC: SUPERROUBAIX

FABRIC: FRESH DOUBLE

FABRIC: DOLOMITI+SNOW

LEGS

BUTI
COVERHELMET 

FABRIC: ACTION TEK




